MBC Secretary's Report for July 10, 2017

The meeting began with issues regarding the Town Hall final plans. Much discussion was had over the issue of parking. Designs were submitted by John Wroblewski, SVE engineer Tony Wonseski and Jones/Whisett. These plans presented different layouts for parking at the Town Hall. The plan chosen by the committee was C4 which best provided the space for parking both in front and back of the building. This was accepted by all MBC members. The final plan will be sent to the Board by the end of the week. A copy of the Renovation Project Timeline was passed out to the members, which was drawn up by Brian. Final comments on the Whately Town Hall Plans and Specifications was discussed at length going through all questions and the returned answers that was sent to Jones/Whisett. This document questionnaire was drafted by John and Fred to clear up any misunderstandings, and as it stands we will be ready to submit the final plans for bid.


Documents

Different Plans for parking, Final Comments on Town Hall Plans and Specifications, Timeline for the Project and parking Plan C4
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